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Introduction

the attribution of the rare Durham class 15d coinage of Edward III to either Bishop Lewis de 
Beaumont (1317−33) or Bishop Richard de Bury (1333−45) has long been a problem for 
 students of the Edwardian series. The Fox brothers in their ground-breaking articles of the 
early twentieth century placed these Durham pennies after the sede vacante period following 
the death of Beaumont in 1333.1 Their reasoning for this was largely based on the change of 
bishop’s mark from Beaumont’s lion and lis on the obverse to the crown in lozenge on the 
centre of the reverse, which they argued was a credible mark for de Bury. Brooke leant towards 
a Beaumont attribution. His argument was based on the fact that whilst the documentary 
evidence of a writ of 1336 ordering dies for the Bishop of Durham existed it would have been 
uneconomic to mint pennies at the prevailing debased silver content of the halfpennies and 
farthings of 1335−43.2 Purvey looked again at the problem in the light of Brooke’s ‘element 
of doubt’ about the Fox brothers’ conclusion.3 Purvey swung back to the de Bury camp argu-
ing, among other things, that there would have been sufficient time after 1333 for de Bury to 
produce a quantity of coins, albeit from a set of dies unrecorded in the records, before the 
debasement order came into force. In 1989 Woodhead wrote a masterly analysis of the posi-
tion in a survey of class 15d coins of all mints,4 as part of J.J. North’s Sylloge of the Edwardian 
series (SCBI 39).5 Woodhead took a balanced view of the attribution of the Durham coins, 
acknowledging the problem of the bishop’s mark, abandoning the idea of any coins being 
produced during the sede vacante period, and recognising the continuity of the style of the 
coins from late class 15c to early 15d. He stated a preference for an early date before Beaumont’s 
death but wrote that ‘the question still must be considered an open one’. Allen presented a 
summary of the available information which included the discovery of a Reading class 15d 
penny in 1999 that must, according to documentary evidence, have been produced later than 
1338.6 He remarked that ‘[t]he dies seem to be from irons of class 15d used before 1335’, the 
obverse die possibly being taken from existing stock. He took the view that an attribution of 
the Durham coins to either Beaumont or de Bury was possible, although he expressed some 
unease about the linking of the crown in lozenge reverse to de Bury. Stewartby took a similar 
equivocal view, restating the problem of the change of bishop’s mark if  the Durham coins 
were ascribed to Beaumont.7 He acknowledged, however, that the crown in the centre of the 
reverse has ‘no obvious link with either bishop’. His discussion of the importance of the dis-
covery of the Reading penny seems to suggest to the reader a slight preference for a de Bury 
attribution.

 1 Fox and Fox 1913, 107−8.
 2 Fox and Fox 1913, 107; Brooke 1950, 119.
 3 Purvey 1959, 322.
 4 Woodhead 1989, 54−78. 
 5 North et al. 1989.
 6 Allen 2003, 178; Allen and Vosper 1999.
 7 Stewartby 2009, 144−5.
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Following examination of the fourteen coins known to him, Woodhead stated that the 
Durham class 15d coins were produced from three obverse and three reverse dies.8 This was as 
expected since there exists documentary evidence to show this was the number of dies that the 
bishop was accustomed to receive, having delivered the used dies back to London.9 It was 
beyond the scope of Woodhead’s study to go further than this, either by describing the 
 individual dies or by presenting a die study of the fourteen specimens known to him.

Twenty-three specimens have now been noted by the author, although it is not known 
whether this number is inclusive of all the fourteen coins known to Woodhead.10 There will 
undoubtedly be other coins in private collections that have escaped the net. What is clear is 
that there are still only three obverse and three reverse dies identifiable from the coins. It is one 
of the purposes of this article to point out the diagnostic features of these dies, to label them 
and to publish a die study. A full corpus of the coins known to the author is also provided (pp. 
61−2). Finally, an attempt will be made to provide an historical context for the minting of the 
coins, to suggest a possible explanation for some features of the dies, and to re-examine the 
meaning of the crown in lozenge reverse. This evidence will be used to inform the Beaumont 
or de Bury debate.

Classification of the coins

The Fox brothers made no attempt to subdivide class 15d, and this approach was still adopted 
by North in 1989.11 As far as these authors were concerned the diagnostic feature of the class 
was the Lombardic n in the obverse and the reverse legends. Sometimes a Roman N makes a 
partial appearance, as on a London reverse die (North 1989, no. 948), and a Canterbury 
obverse die (North 1989, no. 951). Two of the five dies of the York mint have a Roman N in 
both aNgL and DNS in the obverse legend.12

Punctuation marks, usually pellets, appear in the obverse legends of most class 15d coins of 
all mints. As we shall see, Durham class 15d obverse dies show either pellets or small wedges. 
Punctuation marks, both wedges and pellets, also appear in the obverse legends of some, pre-
sumably late, class 15c dies associated with reverses of Durham (North 1989, no. 943), and 
Bury St Edmunds (North 1989, nos. 945−6).

Woodhead proposed a subdivision of the class into two distinct phases, which he labelled 
15d1 and 15d2.13 The class 15d1 coins have a plain initial cross and, usually, pellets in the 
obverse legend. They occur for the London, Canterbury and Bury St Edmunds mints. These 
coins are dated within the range 1327 to 1331.

The coins classified as class 15d2 
have an initial cross made up of four 
wedges, with a central pellet and with 
three extra small pellets in one quarter 
of the reverse. They occur for 
Canterbury and York and are dated 
within the range 1331 to 1334.

Stewartby introduced a further sub-
class, class 15d3 (his XVd3), mindful 
of the discovery of the unique Reading 
coin, which can be dated no earlier 
than 1338.14  

 8 Woodhead 1989, 62. 
 9 Fox and Fox 1913, 116; Allen, 2003, 25−8, 87−8.  
 10 Woodhead 1989, 62.
 11 Fox and Fox 1913, 105−10; North et al. 1989, 28−9.
 12 Allen 2001, 298, 300.
 13 Woodhead 1989, 67.
 14 Stewartby, 2009, 145. 

Fig. 1. Class 15d1 obverse 
(author’s collection) (all illus-
trations twice actual size)

Fig. 2. Class 15d2 obverse 
(author’s collection)
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No mention of any sub-classification of the class 15d Durham 
pennies, the subject of this article, has been made in this section. 
We shall now examine the Durham coins themselves in order to 
attempt to place them within the framework of the chronology 
described above.

Obverse dies of the Durham coins 

The Durham class 15d coins have obverses struck from three dies. 
These dies are distinct from each other, not just in the placing of 
the lettering but in a more obvious way. It has already been men-
tioned that wedges occur in the obverse legend of a class 15c die of 
Durham. Wedges or pellets on two Bury St Edmunds obverse dies 
have been described by Eaglen.15 These features carry over to the 
class 15d coins of Durham. 

Obverse A        

Obverse die A is known from only three coins. The obvious 
 diagnostic feature of this die is that the bust is off-centre, causing 
the right hand hair punch to almost touch the inner circle. The V 
formed by the drapery points to the right hand edge of the upright 
of the n in angL. Unfortunately none of the three known 
 specimens is either well enough struck up or suitably positioned on 
the flan to be absolutely sure whether or not punctuation marks 
are used. Some trace of them ought to be apparent when viewed 
under high magnification but the existence of such marks remains 
arguable.

Obverse B   

This is the most common obverse with twelve coins known. The 
bust is more centrally positioned and the punctuation marks are 
small, sharp wedges. They occur in the obverse legend after the Rs 
in eDWaRR, surprisingly after the g in angL (possibly a die 
 sinker’s error) and after the S in DnS. The bottom of the left hand 
hair aligns with the upright of the n in DnS and the V of the 
 drapery points to the centre of the upright of the n in angL.

Obverse C 

This obverse is seen on eight coins. Again the bust is centrally 
placed but on this die the punctuation marks are closer to being 
described as pellets. They are positioned in the obverse legend after 
the two Rs in eDWaRR, correctly on this die after the L in angL, 
and after the S in DnS. The mark after the S is almost a perfect pel-
let. The bottom of the left hand hair aligns just above the curved 
tail of the n in DnS and the V of the drapery points to the space 
between the n and g of  angL. 

 15 Eaglen 2014, 200−1.

Fig. 3. Class 15d3 obverse 
(Fitzwilliam Museum)

Fig. 4. Obverse A  
(author’s collection)

Fig. 5. Obverse B  
(Ashmolean Museum)

Fig. 6. Obverse C  
(author’s collection)
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Reverse dies of the Durham coins

There are three reverse dies, again distinguishable from each other in ways easily visible to the 
naked eye. If  we orientate the reverse with CIVI in the second heraldic quarter, that is with 
CIVI between 12 and 3 o’clock, the points of the crown figure either to the right or to the left 
on the three dies, never in any other direction. The N is Roman, as in DVNe/LMI, or Lombardic, 
as in DVne/LMI. This would give four possibilities, of which three have been noted.

Reverse 1

This is the most common reverse, 
occurring on thirteen coins. The N in 
DVNe is Roman and the points of the 
crown are directed to the right, in 
other words towards CIVI/TaS. 

Reverse 2

Only known from four coins, this 
reverse has a Lombardic n in DVne. 
The points of the crown are directed 
to the right as in reverse 1.

Reverse 3

This reverse is seen on six coins and has a Roman N in DVNe. The 
points of the crown are directed to the left, that is towards DVNe/
LMI.

As the die study in Figure 10 makes clear five of the nine  possible 
combinations of obverse and reverse dies are found on coins 
known to the author. Obverse A always occurs with reverse 1 only, 
whilst obverses B and C link with two reverses. Of course, any of 
the missing combinations may be discovered in the future. 

Fig. 8. Reverse 2  
(author’s collection)

Fig. 7. Reverse 1  
(Ashmolean Museum)

Fig. 9. Reverse 3  
(© Baldwin’s of St James’s)

Fig. 10. Die study
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Historical events and the coins of Durham

Edward II had been on the throne for ten years when Lewis de Beaumont was appointed as 
Bishop of Durham in 1317. Edward’s wife, Isabella of France, whom he had married in 1308, 
is often credited with the appointment of Beaumont since he was a fellow countryman of hers. 
Beaumont chose the lion and lis as his personal mark on the coinage, which first appeared on 
the obverse of the Durham coins of late class 13.16 This mark, or variations of it including one 
or two lis appearing before or after the lion, was used on coins up to and including class 15c. 
By using published accounts of the London mint it can be deduced that the final issue of class 
15c there was made no later than February 1327, this date corresponding almost exactly with 
the abdication of Edward II in favour of his son Prince Edward, then aged fourteen.17 It is 
important to point out at this stage that mint output figures that can help the dating of the 
first 15d coins only exist for the London and Canterbury mints. This evidence places the start 
of production of class 15d coins at these two mints to about late 1328 to early 1329.18

By June 1327 a truce between England and Scotland had broken down and Scottish forces 
had crossed the border. By July they were in the vicinity of Durham. Edward III, still under 
the regency of Isabella, and Roger Mortimer led an English army northwards, which con-
fronted the Scots at Stanhope Park on the River Wear. A major skirmish was fought on the 
evening of 3−4 August, after which the Scottish forces headed back to Scotland. We shall 
return to the possible relevance of this conflict later.

Lewis de Beaumont died in September 1333 and Richard de Bury was appointed as bishop 
of Durham in December of the same year. The documentary evidence shows that the London 
and Canterbury mints had ceased striking pennies by this date.19 The Archbishop of York 
started production of pennies in 1331, finishing possibly as late as Michaelmas 1333.20

Richard de Bury held the position of bishop of Durham until his death in April 1345.  
Stewartby argues that the dies for the earliest Durham pennies of the third or ‘Florin’ coinage 
of Edward III must have been those sent from London in late 1344.21 It is perhaps relevant 
that this early issue of Bishop de Bury’s Florin coinage had no episcopal mark, whilst his suc-
cessor Thomas Hatfield used either a crozier on one end of the cross on the reverse or a pellet 
in annulet at its centre, or both. Stewartby goes as far as to note that ‘the lack of any special 
mark on them [the first Florin coins of Richard de Bury] is curious’.22 

Conclusions

It is important to realise that between 1323 and 1344, at the onset of the Florin coinage, there 
is only one piece of documentary evidence known that is relevant to the operation of the 
Durham mint. This is a writ of 27 November 1336 from the King to the Exchequer ordering 
dies for Bishop de Bury.23 There is no evidence that these dies either arrived in Durham or, if  
they did arrive, were ever used. We are then thrown back to the evidence of the coins them-
selves or from that provided by the historical context in which the coins may have been 
 produced. The evidence from the coins will be dealt with first. 

For the period of production of class 15d documentary evidence exists for the operation of 
the mints at London, Canterbury and York.24 This evidence has enabled students of the series 
to date the periods of production of the coins of classes 15d1 and 15d2.  How can we use this 
information to draw any conclusions about the dating of the Durham coins? 

 16 North et al. 1989, plate 33.
 17 Woodhead 1989, 58.
 18 Woodhead 1989, 59.
 19 Woodhead 1989, 59.
 20 Allen 2001.
 21 Stewartby 2009, 191. The earliest Florin coinage issue of Durham pennies is classified as D1 by North et al. 1989, 40, 
following Elmore-Jones 1958−9, and as XVIb4 by Stewartby 2009, 188−92.
 22 Stewartby 2009, 191.
 23 Fox and Fox 1913, 107.
 24 Woodhead 1989, 58−9, 76; Allen 2001, 296−300.
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The total number of class 15d obverse dies known for all mints, excluding Reading, is 
only twenty-one, from a period covering at least five years, with the total number of coins 
identified by Woodhead being fifty-three.25 This period was clearly one of low production of 
pennies and we might expect that the central stock of obverse dies was only slowly depleted 
and, possibly, never exhausted. Obverse dies may have remained ‘on the shelf ’ for a consider-
able period of time. 

If  we place the Durham class 15d coins after the appointment of Bishop de Bury in 1333, 
and assuming that the writ of 1336 was carried out, we might wonder why the Durham coins 
do not carry the distinguishing features of the class 15d2 coins of Canterbury and York. We 
should, perhaps, be more comfortable in identifying the Durham coins as part of the class 
15d1 output and seeking to explain the crown in lozenge reverse in some other way than hav-
ing belonged to de Bury. 

A placing of the Durham coins early in Edward III’s reign may be supported by the type of 
punctuation marks appearing on them. The pellet marks on a class 15c die of Bury St Edmunds 
also appear on class 15d1 issues of London and Canterbury, and on a Durham class 15d die 
(obverse C). The wedge marks on a Durham class 15c die and a Bury St Edmunds class 15c 
die also appear on a Durham class 15d die (obverse B). Figure 11 illustrates Durham coins of 
classes 15c and 15d with wedge punctuation marks. 

The similarity of these obverse dies 
of classes 15c and 15d should be at 
least considered when examining the 
chronology of the Durham coins. An 
additional point can be made here. In 
the whole of the class 15d series, at all 
mints, wedge marks are only found on 
one Durham obverse die. Starting 
with the first production of London 
and Canterbury coins in 1328−9 pel-
let punctuation marks are the norm. 
If  we place the Durham coins as the 
first issue of class 15d, predating the 
London and Canterbury coins, we get 
a smooth progression of the use of 
wedge punctuation marks from class 
15c to class 15d for one of the Durham 
obverse dies.  

Various authors have sought to identify the crown in lozenge as the personal mark of 
Bishop de Bury but recently some doubts have been expressed about this attribution.26 It is 
now accepted that the initial phase of the Durham Florin coinage production in 1344 took 
place under the auspices of de Bury.27 These early coins carry no episcopal marks and cer-
tainly not the so-called personal mark of de Bury. Why did the crown in lozenge mark not 
appear on the reverse of these coins? Following the appointment of Thomas Hatfield in 1345 
the use of a bishop’s mark again becomes usual on Durham coins.

The events of July and August 1327 have been mentioned earlier and could have some rele-
vance to the dating of the Durham coins. Among the forces of Edward III and Mortimer at 
Stanhope Park were a considerable number of mercenaries from Hainault. The army had set 
off  from York in early July and by mid-July was in Durham.28 By the beginning of August the 
English and Scottish armies had taken up positions at Stanhope Park, by the River Wear, 
about 30 km from Durham. A considerable army, including mercenaries, would possibly by 

 25 Woodhead 1989, 65; Allen 2001, 300–1.
 26 Fox and Fox 1913, 107−8; Purvey, 1959; Allen 2003, 178; Stewartby, 2009, 145.
 27 Stewartby 2009, 191.
 28 Rogers 2000, 17.

Fig. 11. Durham class 15c with wedge stops (left) (author’s 
collection); Durham class 15d with wedge stops (right) 
(Ashmolean Museum)
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now be in need of payment. It is conceivable that it was decided to make use of the episcopal 
mint facilities in Durham.29 In such a situation it would have been inappropriate to use the 
lion and lis mark of Bishop de Beaumont, which denoted the privileges of the episcopal mint, 
on coins produced at what was now effectively a royal mint. Although this necessarily remains 
speculation it seems feasible that the reverse dies of the Durham coins carried the crown in the 
lozenge as a sign of kingship and not an episcopal emblem. Newly made obverse and reverse 
dies could have been carried up with the army or could have been sent up from London 
shortly afterwards.

One small piece of documentary evidence may support this idea. The accounts of the 
London and Canterbury mints from 3 February to 29 September 1327 include ‘purchase of 
iron and steel for dies of sterlings, 5s. 7d.’30 This record covers a period that includes the move-
ment of the King’s army to Durham. No information, unfortunately, is available about the 
number of dies that were made. Why were these dies needed and to what use were they put? 
Dies of class 15d1 were not used either in Canterbury until autumn 1328 or in London until 
early 1329. This raises the intriguing possibility that some of the iron and steel ordered in 1327 
was fashioned into the first Durham dies of class 15d1, the reverses carrying the crown and 
lozenge mark of the new king, Edward III. These dies were then used almost immediately, 
more than a year before any production elsewhere. 

To balance the argument a little, one observation should be made. Documentary evidence 
dating from 1317 to 1323 points to three as the customary number of die sets being provided 
for the Durham mint.31 Is it, therefore, a coincidence that the King may have also used three 
sets of dies once the episcopal mint had been taken over when, in such a circumstance, any 
number of dies under royal control could have been sunk? The mint in Durham was being 
worked as a three-die set operation with tools, furnaces and personnel to match. To maximise 
the output of the King’s coinage, possibly over a short period of time, three sets of class 15d1 
dies would have been the sensible number to use in order to make efficient use of the full 
capacity of the mint. 

The problem with the attribution of the class 15d coins of Durham to either Bishop Lewis 
de Beaumont or to Bishop Richard de Bury is one that has been with us for over a century. 
The lack of documentary evidence relevant to the Durham mint has been the main factor in 
making the problem intractable and it is not to be expected that this article will be the last 
word on the matter. The author hopes that this contribution will have added something to the 
debate.

CORPUS OF COINS

Abbreviations

BM British Museum, London
CNG Classical Numismatic Group, New York
DMM Author’s collection
DNW Dix Noonan and Webb, London
FM Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
wnr weight not recorded

Dies A1
1. DMM 358; ex Dr I. Taylor; 0.89 g.
2. FM (CM.1990-1-1252); ex. C.E. Blunt; ex S. Shirley-Fox; Fox and Fox 1913, pl. XII, 18, this coin; 
0.98 g.
3. Private collection, ex. D.I. Greenhalgh; wnr.

 29 Martin Allen has independently come to the same conclusion.
 30 Fox and Fox 1913, 121; Woodhead 1989, 58.
 31 Allen 2003, 87−8.
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Dies B1
4. F. Elmore-Jones sale, part 3, Glendining, 7 October 1986, lot 1889; wnr. 
5. Baldwin’s of St James’s auction 7, 21 June 2017, lot 482; ex ‘Baldwin’s vault’; 1.29 g. 
6. BM (E.2302); Brooke 1950, pl. XXIII, 28, this coin; 1.25 g.
7. BM (1935,0409.42); ex. C. Roach-Smith; 1.23 g.
8. St. James’s Auction 38, 29 September 2016, lot 206; ex. R. Carlyon-Britton; Purvey 1959, pl. XXVII, 
C, this coin; 1.17 g. 
9. NCirc December 2005, no. 2232; wnr. 
10. Ashmolean Museum; ex. R.C. Lockett IV, Glendining, 11 October 1956, lot 1270; 1.05g.
11. DNW auction 58, 24 June 2003. lot 402; 1.00 g.
12. CNG auction 60, 22 May 2002, lot 2360; ex. W. Conte; ex P. Woodhead; ex Spink 1 July 1958; ex. 
L.A. Lawrence II, Glendining, 14 March 1951, 485; 1.20 g.
13. St James’s Auction 5, 27 September 2006, lot 159; wnr.

Dies B2
14. P. Finn list 8 (1996), no. 184; wnr.
15. BM (1950,1001.82); ex L.A. Lawrence; 1.28 g

Dies C2
16. DMM 568; Baldwin’s of St James’s auction 7, 21 June 2017, lot 483; ex ‘Baldwin’s vault’; 1.24 g.
17. NCirc February 1984, no. 187; ex Sotheby’s, 29 September 1983, lot 73; ex G.C. Drabble, Glendining, 
13 December 1943, lot 1033; F.A. Walters II, Sotheby’s, 24 October 1932, lot 166; wnr.

Dies C3
18. Baldwin’s of St James’s auction 7, 21 June 2017, lot 484; ex ‘Baldwin’s vault’; 1.02 g.
19. FM (CM.1990-1-1253); ex. C.E. Blunt; ex. J.S. Shirley-Fox; North 1989, no. 952; Stewartby 2009, 
pl. 6, 143; 1.15 g.
20. BM (1985,0782.359); ex. F. Elmore-Jones; Purvey 1959, pl. XXVIII, D, this coin; 1.24g
21. Stewartby sale, part 4, Spink, 29 November 2016, lot 1052; ex. J.J. North; ex T.W.J.D. Dupree; ex. 
G.V. Doubleday, Glendining, 7 June 1972, lot 325; ex R. Carlyon-Britton; 0.73 g.
22. NCirc December 2010, no. 4363; 0.99 g.
23. Private collection, ex. J. Mann; wnr.
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